
Improve hand speed and fluidity 

 

This is something every drummer faces at some point.   Simply gritting your teeth to go faster will 

not do.  If you try and use strength to go faster you will always find tension in your playing which will 

actually impede speed, cause more damage to equipment and potentially more injury to yourself. 

Fundamentally your grip is the first critical thing here.  You cannot hope to get any speed if the sticks 

aren’t properly balanced and you are pinching the stick at any point.  Go back to basics and make 

sure your grip is right.  If in doubt check out great instructional dvds such as jojo mayer. When you 

strike the surface of a drum or cymbal you should find that the stick responds freely. Also once you 

have completed your stroke you should reset your hand to your start position. 

Ok, so now we have a grip that is working better for us right?     It is useful to pay some attention to 

your double and single stroke rolls.  To increase speed we need to look at how even they are.  If you 

are playing one hand higher or louder than the other it stands to reason that they will become 

uneven.  Look at the height and power you are applying in each stroke, and attempt to get them as 

matched as possible.  If it helps, set up a mirror to your side so you can get a better angle on things. 

Logically, as you play faster, your stroke height will have to drop.   Take a look at videos of the fastest 

drummers and you will see their hands hardly move.  

Of course speed in general is achieved by putting enough time in. it pays to try and increase your 

speed gradually, so a metronome is handy there.   I would suggest starting at a comfortable speed 

and then stretch out gradually towards your limit. 

A lot of speed and fluidity comes from the usage of controlled rebound strokes (in other words most 

of your strokes).  You should forget all the nonsense about rebound being cheating.  You should use 

the techniques available to you albeit the right tool for the right job of course.   

You should also explore the Gladstone and Moeller techniques.  These are very useful for dynamic 

playing and fluid movements.  Less impactful and efficient.   

For those who are ‘lucky’-  There is apparently an ability some have to tap into what is referred to as 

a twitch reflex.  Worth a little read.  Reserved for extreme speeds I would suggest. 


